THE PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY INFORMATION SYSTEM

A Lab Solution designed by Physicians & Laboratorians
At American Soft Solutions Corp we bring 30 years of practical laboratory experience to our products.

With our insight into the challenges and needs of clinical laboratories, our laboratory information management system, PROLIS, has been developed from the ground up to deliver a practical, multifunction solution that drives efficiency.

A fully integrated LIS solution that handles both your clinical and financial needs.
STREAMLINE ALL CLINICAL TESTING WITH PROLIS – THE SINGLE MODULE SYSTEM.

Laboratory Intelligence

SINGLE MODULE SYSTEM

Experience the intelligence of Prolis
Efficiently handles multi-specialty labs Specimen Centric system that provides flexibility for multispecialty lab testing.

INTEGRATED BILLING

Manage your lab and billing your way
We created our software to specifically cater your needs and those of your clients. From our client services menu to the clinical testing. The billing and accounts receivable are engineered to maximize reimbursement’s.

AUTOMATION & RULE INTEGRATION

Electronic Connectivity
The flexibility of PROLIS allows you to integrate your system with your Analyzers, EMR/EHR, Reference Lab Systems, CRM, and Billing Systems.
A FULLY INTEGRATED LIS THAT AUTOMATES CLINICAL TESTING & BILLING

PROLIS is the most complete, intuitive and efficiency focused LIS on the market.

Automate your clinical testing, reporting and billing all in one adaptive system. We want you to fully experience just how intuitive PROLIS is to use and how the system will adapt seamlessly to your workflow. PROLIS will improve and streamline complex processes while allowing a flexible approach. ASSC are passionate supporters of the clinical laboratory industry.
We designed a billing system within PROLIS in order to increase the efficiency and profitability of our client’s labs, with the goal to minimize claim rejections.

We do this through various means of customizable rules on the analyte and payer level as well as through automation techniques.

### IN HOUSE BILLING

#### MEDICAL NECESSITY
Mapping to preemptively check if the diagnosis codes match the test ordered CPT codes.

#### SCRUBBER TOOL
Used right after accessioning to ensure third party billables have the required information. (DX code, patient address, price, Client NPI, etc.) This is meant to capture missing information before it transfers over to billing.

#### 837 FILE EXPORT
An electronic file for easy upload to the clearing house.

#### BILLING RULES AND AUTOMATION
In place to cut out many manual procedures. Convert CPT codes to G Codes based on the payer with ability to configure different prices based on the insurance provider and client. Also automate whether panels are billed as a whole or as individual tests based on the payer. Billing Requirement rules hold back billing until all the proper data is present.

#### BILLING EDITOR
Holds the billing until all the required fields and rules are met. Allows the biller a chance to review before billing. They will also be able to provide manual adjustments and overrides with the proper user permissions.
PROLIS puts you in control of your billing by providing you the tools and flexibility to bill the way you want.

IN HOUSE BILLING

**Prolis Clearing**
House Partner Provides you additional tools within PROLIS itself along with the clearing house portal access.

**Your Own Clearing House**
You can work directly with a clearing house of your choice and PROLIS will provide the 837 file for you to upload.

**Third Party Billing Company**
Integrate PROLIS to your third party partner to transmit the billing information with or with-out results.

**Manual Method**
PROLIS provides you with the means to print billables onto a HCFAA form.
The Billing Dashboard is a new enhancement in PROLIS that allows you to easily track all your billing processes for more streamlined and efficient billing.

It handles insurance, client, and patient billing. The workflow is structured in tab following the workflow order of the billing process. With the ability to customize your billing rules by payer, the billing dashboard allows for a quick and efficient billing that minimizes errors, and keeps accessions from falling through the cracks.
PROLIS the LIS for the modern laboratory handling multi-specialty testing.

It is a complete system that encompasses both the clinical side of your operation as well as your billing needs. Prolis places everything you need in one easy to access space.

SINGLE MODULE SYSTEM

LAB TESTING

**Increasing efficiency & Workflow**

- In Lab & Remote Accessioning
- Patient Scheduling: Lab & Physician
- Laboratory Barcode system
- Calculations and reflexing
- Lab Rules & User role permissions
- Audit Trail

BILLING

**All your billing under one roof**

- Billing Scrubber
- Billing Editor
- Accounts Receivable
- Auto and Manual EOB/Payments
- Customize billing setting by payer

CLIENT SERVICES

**Stay engaged & customize**

- Panic Management
- Client, Patient, Test Lookup
- Client Specific Reports
- Client Specific Ranges
- Client Specific Panels
- Customized Report Delivery
PROLIS is a specimen-centric system, flexible to handle a variety of test configurations making it ideal for multispecialty labs.

A single module approach means there is no need to purchase additional testing modules as your lab grows. PROLIS will accommodate a wider range of test methods as you scale.

**SINGLE MODULE SYSTEM**

- Clinical Testing
- Toxicology
- Pathology
- Microbiology
- DNA/Genetic
- Cannabinoid
- Industrial Testing
- Food Testing

THE PROLISPHERE

Testing with PROLIS
As the healthcare industry evolves, system integrations are playing a more crucial role in transmitting patient information.

PROLIS is designed with HIPPA regulations as a strict guideline to integrate with various systems. This increases your labs efficiency and protects transmitted patient information.

**ELECTRONIC INTEGRATION**

- Reference Lab
- Other Lab Sys.
- CRM
- 3rd Party Billing
- Analyzer 1
- Analyzer 2
- Analyzer 3
- EMR 1
- Web Portal
- EMR 2

**INTEGRATION**

- **Equipment Analyzers**
  Serial, 3rd party software application.
- **EMR’s & EHR’s**
  Receive Orders and Send Results.
- **Billing Systems**
  Transmit Billing Information.
- **Reference Labs**
  Send Orders and Receive Results.
- **CRM Tools**
  Send over sales related information.
RULE BASED CONFIGURATIONS

**Auto Reporting**
PROLIS provides auto reporting when results are finalized. No additional steps are needed to automatically send a result through an inter-face, fax, or email (report delivered in PDF).

**Reflexing**
Configure your analytes to automatically order additional tests based on the result of the reflexor.

**Test Based Rules**
Customizable rules that ensure tests ordered match the specimen entered and Age/Gender criteria configured.

**Panic Management**
PROLIS keeps a record of all panic results activity including the date/time when it was reported to the client.

**Accession Checks**
PROLIS will not allow you to save an accession unless the required fields are met. Some fields can be adjusted to accommodate lab workflow.

**Sends Outs**
PROLIS organizes these send outs for you. Just choose the lab that will process the sample and PROLIS creates the requisition.

THE FLEXIBILITY OF PROLIS PUTS VARIOUS CUSTOMIZABLE FEATURES IN YOUR HANDS IN ORDER TO MEET YOUR WORKFLOW NEEDS AND INCREASE EFFICIENCY.
PROLIS uses the Crystal Reports Engine to create reports, providing you the ability to have a wide range of reports from the information within the database.

Simplified report engines limit your access to cross reference multiple tables. By using crystal reports, data can be cross referenced with other tables for easy to read reports. We can develop your reports or guide a third party to do the same.

FREQUENTLY USED REPORTS

- Result Analysis
- Worksheets
- Custom Reports
- Patient Reports
- Business Analytics Reports
- QC Reports (Levy Jennings and Tabular)
- Audit Trail

WARNING: This is a confidential medical report. Illegal use or disclosure of this information to unauthorized personnel is unlawful. If you have received this report in error, you must notify PROLIS MEDICAL LAB at (732) 555-1234.
SCHEDULE A DEMO TODAY AND SEE HOW PROLIS FITS WITH YOUR WORKFLOW!

732-272-0052 x 1 | info@prolisphere.com | www.prolisphere.com